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       .... .... .... .... .... . ... .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .... .... .... .... .... . ... .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .... .... .... .... .... . ... .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Sandra Cate M a k i n g M e r i t, M a k i n g A r t A T h a i Te m p l e i n W i m b l e d o n Making Merit, Making Art M a k i n g M e r i t, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Making Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A T h a i Te m p l e i n W i m b l e d o n Sandra Cate University of Hawai‘i Press | Honolulu © 2003 University of Hawai‘i Press All rights reserved Printed in the United States of America 08 07 06 05 04 03 6 5 4 3 2 1 Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data Cate, Sandra. Making merit, making art: a Thai temple in Wimbledon / Sandra Cate. p. cm. Includes bibliographical references and index. ISBN 0-8248-2357-5 (hardcover: alk. paper) 1. Mural painting and decoration, Thai — England — London —20th century. 2. Mural painting and decoration, Buddhist — England — London. 3. Wat Buddhapadipa (London, England) I. Title. ND2731.L66 C38 2003 755'.943'0942193— dc21 2002003982 University of Hawai‘i Press books are printed on acid-free paper and meet the guidelines for perma- nence and durability of the Council on Library Resources. Designed by April Leidig-Higgins Printed by Maple-Vail Book Manufacturing Group Ta b l e o f C o n t e n t s Notes on Transliteration vii Preface ix one Finding a Place 1 two Long-Distance Merit-Making 17 three Thai Art and the Authority of the Past 43 four From Buddhist Stories to Modern Art 71 five “Going Outside” and the Experience of Modernity 95 six Art, Identity, and Performance 123 seven Tourists and Templegoers, Religion and Art 147 Notes 163 Glossary 195 Bibliography 197 Color plates follow page 145 Notes on Transliteration Throughout this work, I have rendered Thai words phonetically into English, following Mary Haas’ Thai-English Student’s Dictionary (Stanford University Press, 1964), with minor modiﬁca- tions, including “ai” instead of “aj” (pronounced as a long “i”), “j” instead of “c,” and an end- ing “k” instead of an ending “g.” For the sake of readability, I have eliminated tonal markings. Where Thai names or words have commonly used transliterations, I have followed those conven- tions, for example, khru instead of khruu. A number of Buddhist references appear in scholarly literature in Pali or Sanskrit. This study uses the conventional Thai words, unless the Pali or Sanskrit words are widely known. I use Jataka instead of the Thai chadok to refer to the narratives of the Buddha’s past lives. However, I employ the Thai names of the individual stories — Phra Wesandorn instead of Prince Ves- santara. The glossary includes both. In conventional usage, Thai people use their personal names, often with an honoriﬁc title (Khun, or Mr./Ms.; Ajarn, or Professor). Thai sources are cited in the text and listed in the bib- liography by the author’s personal name. Preface Entering Inside “We have had the most terrible journey,” an elderly English woman said, greeting me when I answered the doorbell of the main house at Wat Buddhapadipa one morning in 1995. She and her family—her one-month-old grandson, his Thai-Malay mother, and British father—had ar- rived at the Thai temple in Wimbledon, England for the baby’s ceremonial hair cutting.1 The family entered, and the middle-aged Thai woman who accompanied them, a good friend, went off to the kitchen to prepare an English breakfast. The baby’s father, “Ian,” and Ian’s mum then sat at the dining room table to eat the fried eggs, ham, and toast prepared by their friend and to complain about the trafﬁc from Finchley, the suburb where they lived.2 After breakfast, I walked with the family up the hill behind the main house to the Thai-style ubosot (chapel) to unlock it for them (Plate 1).3 Ian called out, “It’s a beautiful thing, isn’t it? And right in the middle of England. Thais are really into ornate things. All this [gesturing to the window ornamentation] is woodcarving with glass inlays. Mum! Look at that tree, isn’t it beautiful? Let’s take a picture here [in front of the bot] and say we’ve been on holiday to Thai- land.” Mum retorted, laughing, “You snob.” Ian insisted, “I’ll go and get a camera.” Once inside the bot, Mum asked her daughter-in-law, “Noi,” how many times one should prostrate oneself before the statues of the Buddha, set on an elaborately decorated altar facing the entrance (Plate 2). While Noi paid her respects by offering ﬂowers and prostrating herself three times,4 Mum and her son examined the murals covering the walls of the room. Suddenly Ian said, “There’s ‘Jaws’ up there [referring to the shark from the movie Jaws]. Margaret Thatcher is here somewhere.” I pointed out Mrs. Thatcher. Ian then continued, “Funnily enough, she looks like the queen.” Looking at the distant monuments nearby, he said, “Oh yes, the Houses of Parliament. Or is it Westminster? I’m not sure if that is St. Paul’s Cathedral or not.” From across the room Mum said, “I had better come and see Mrs. Thatcher, hadn’t I? She does look like the queen, with a nose like that.” Looking around the room, she continued, “They’re beautiful, aren’t they? It’s beautiful here.” Ian arranged his family in front of the Buddha images. He took dozens of photographs with his professional portrait camera, rearranging the group several times. He then asked his mother, “Do you want one with Mrs. Thatcher?” to which she replied, “You’re joking.” Mean- while, Noi twirled the rack of postcards that sits in a corner near the door. After one last pho- tograph in front of the door between the enormous eyes of Mara, the family departed, return- ing to the shrine room in the main house for the hair-cutting ceremony and a Thai meal prepared by their friend.5 The encounter of this family — English, Thai, Malay, tourist, and worshiper in differing measures—with the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa was fairly typical, as I had observed over the preceding weeks while living at the temple. Few people could enter the ubosot without notic- ing, if not actively exploring, the brilliantly colored paintings covering all the walls. Despite the intense effects of the paintings, practicing Buddhists usually sit to wai phra, or pay respects to the Buddha, and look at the paintings afterward. Other visitors, less certain of proper temple behavior, walk along the murals as though in an art gallery. After an introductory lecture, local schoolchildren visiting the temple reproduce scenes from the murals in their copybooks. The ................ x range of visitors’ responses to the murals and their diverse activities within that space suggest Preface that the terms of this encounter between viewer and art ramify in multiple and sometimes sur- prising directions. I had arrived at Wat Buddhapadipa for the ﬁrst time three years before my encounter with Ian and his family. Before reaching the front door of the main house that afternoon in 1992, I met an artist dripping candle wax onto a canvas outside the small caretaker’s cottage. The artist, Sompop Budtarad, and I chatted for three hours, mostly about the seven years he had lived and worked at the temple painting the murals.6 Sompop then took me up the hill behind the main house to see the murals in the ubosot, a tiny, white, chapel-like building with red and gold decoration glittering in the sun. The walls of the shrine room inside pulsed with color and energy, covered with detailed scenes of a world I had never encountered. Yet looking closer I found familiar details, provocatively placed: a tiny can of Heineken’s beer discarded by wor- shipers, Vincent Van Gogh falling off a ladder, Stonehenge placed on the shores of a sea. My ca- sual viewing suddenly gave way to a moment of spatial dislocation as I examined a scene of the very building I had entered. Was I outside or inside? Questions began to form, of location, of artistic and narrative strategies, of merit and meaning, and of audiences. This book began at that moment, starting within this room but soon looking out the windows to its English setting and Thai worlds beyond. In researching the temple, its murals, and the different contexts of their production I visited Thailand and London numerous times between 1992 and 2000; my longest stay was 1994 –1995, when I interviewed all of the mural artists living in Thailand, sev- eral of the sponsors, and numerous participants in the Bangkok art scene. I returned to Wim- bledon afterward to live at the temple for a month, where I interviewed temple visitors, monks, and the artists who had remained in England. Sites and Positions One conceptual difﬁculty in writing about the Wat Buddhapadipa and its murals derives from a concept central to this ethnography — that of location. As is increasingly common in a world of travelers, the sponsors, artists, and many of their friends and supporters moved back and forth between Thailand, England, and the United States. To interview all of the artists, observe the workings of the Bangkok art world and daily life at Wat Buddhapadipa, and compare these murals with those in other Thai temples, I traveled back and forth as well in an expanded “ﬁeld.”7 Further undermining singular localization in space and time, this ethnography inter- weaves three periods, alternating between Bangkok and London. The three periods comprise a reconstruction of the artists’ lives and work at Wat Buddhapadipa when they painted the mu- rals between 1984 –1992, an ethnography of the Bangkok art world in which most of them now live and work (1994 – 2000), and activities at Wat Buddhapadipa itself, observed in the autumn of 1995, after the murals had been completed and on subsequent visits to London. I have con- structed this book in this manner to account for the multiple, and changing, “art worlds” in xi ................ which the murals are viewed and interpreted. The murals are located in England, yet in im- Preface portant ways their audience resides in Thailand. It is in the art world of Bangkok, I would argue, that many of their meanings unfold for Thais. There, the murals attain value over time, assessed by their impact upon the development of Thai art. The artists’ participation in the mural project profoundly affected their subsequent life choices and artistic careers and has shaped their contributions to larger Thai debates about religion and society, spiritualism and materialism, and the past, present, and future of Thai art. My position and identity throughout this research shifted from location to location, requir- ing continual renegotiation. At ﬁrst a tourist in London, I became a researcher in Bangkok and in London on my subsequent trips there. The artists I interviewed in Thailand and England, as well as other Thais upon whom I depended, related to me largely as a farang (foreign) re- searcher. They, especially the art students at Silpakorn University, usually accorded me the re- spect given those senior in age and sometimes the affection of an older sister. The cooperation of many in the Bangkok art world may have been tempered by my expressed intention of writ- ing a book, one that might bring further international attention to Thai contemporary art. Gen- erally, however, I remained a farang in Bangkok and as such continually walked the terrain of difference and wariness accorded strangers. At one point, after a comment by the guard of the compound where I lived, I realized that the many interviews I conducted at my apartment had been noticed. In order to forestall further nervousness or gossip in the compound, I had to ex- plain to my Sino-Thai landlady that the comings and goings of young Thai men were quite le- gitimate and proper research activities. In speaking with the group of artists, themes and patterns emerged that illuminate both older, and emerging, paths people take in Thailand to become artists, the networks they utilize, the communities they forge, their travel, and their strategies for success. I interviewed each artist in Thai or English or both in an open-ended format with a set of similar questions.8 I met them in Bangkok, in other towns of upcountry Thailand, in London, in Berkeley, and in Los Angeles. We spoke formally in a variety of locations ranging from shopping mall food court to factory ofﬁce, advertising agency conference room to artist’s studio, my living room to their dining rooms. We chatted informally at exhibition openings, sitting at the picnic tables outside the Faculty of Painting at Silpakorn University (where several teach), or while at work on new projects. They shared with me their personal stories of being introduced to the larger world be- yond their village origins, their growing awareness of “art,” and their experiences in Bangkok and then in London. We discussed, and in many instances I observed, the lives they have made for themselves since the Wat Buddhapadipa mural project—as artists or art directors, as teach- ers, or as small businessmen. While living at the temple, my status as an ethnographic researcher observing temple prac- tices became increasingly difﬁcult to sustain. In an attempt to understand vipassana meditation practice while in Bangkok—a central concern of several of my informants—I had begun to at- tend meditation sessions at Wat Mahathat.9 I continued this instruction in meditation at sit- tings offered four times each week at Wat Buddhapadipa. In my attempts to ﬁt in at Wat Bud- ................ xii dhapadipa, to appear less obtrusive with my note taking, and to make a contribution to the Preface community who generously allowed me in, I took part in temple life by washing dishes, shop- ping, and cleaning the grounds.10 During the Loy Krathong festival that autumn, I helped roast and sell chestnuts (collected from the local golf course) to beneﬁt temple activities. In these ways I gradually became a practitioner of Buddhism as well, learning by observation and in- struction to behave as other lay members of the community, though with many missteps. To complete my ﬁeldwork at the temple, I had accompanied supporters on a tham bun (merit mak- ing) bus tour sponsored by the Young Buddhists’ Association to the three Thai temples in the English Midlands staffed by monks from Wat Buddhapadipa. At the last temple, in Wolver- hampton, I stood in the doorway of the shrine room, weary from a long day and from the work of constant note taking and discussing events with visitors, watching the monks bless the vis- itors and receive their offerings for the third time. One of the senior monks — the same one who performed the hair-cutting ceremony with which I opened this preface—called out to me, “Sandra, come sit down, please, and do not stand in the doorway. If we stand in the doorway we are a spectator, not a member of the party.” With that reminder, I entered inside to sit, be- coming a member of the party. In addition to interviews with each of the artists, I base the following chapters on supple- mentary materials gathered while living in Bangkok and London and during subsequent vis- its to both cities. In Thailand, I spoke with art collectors, gallery owners, art critics, art histo- rians, and friends of the artists. In England, I interviewed monks and Thai and farang temple visitors. Voluminous clippings from newspaper and magazine articles in both Thai and English also document the Wat Buddhapadipa project and the artists’ subsequent careers. Acknowledgments My own journeys to London, Bangkok, and back again were “most wonderful” and remain un- forgettable. Along the way I incurred many debts — intellectual, material, and emotional — to the many who made me welcome and gave me support and encouragement. Khun Sawet Pi- amphongsant shared with me not only memories of sponsoring the temple, but his abiding love of poetry and plants.11 The artists who painted the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa gave gen- erously of their time, their memories, and their observations about the art world of Thailand. Chalermchai Kositpipat, Panya Vijinthanasarn, and their assistants patiently responded to my incessant questions. The hours spent chatting at their studios, over delicious meals, at exhibi- tion openings, and watching them work were among the most delightful and rewarding of my ﬁeldwork. I thank Sompop Budtarad especially for his kindness and willingness to explore is- sues of art and Buddhism in depth. The spirit and humor of these artists touched me deeply and gave me new insights into the workings of merit-making in Thai life, as well as apprecia- tion for their struggles and their art. From them I learned also the meanings of tham hai sanuk, Thai ideas of having fun. These journeys began at the suggestion of Herbert Phillips, who introduced Wat Buddha- padipa to me by urging me to visit that summer I lived in London with my family. His own work on contemporary Thai art and literature inspired me to seek deeper cultural signiﬁcance xiii ................ in the production of art. Alan Dundes taught me to truly value what the folk say — in words Preface or paint — and how they say it. Nelson Graburn’s engaging seminars stimulated much of the thinking that has shaped this book; he held the seminars with boundless enthusiasm and re- spect for his students’ work. Joanna Williams’ unﬂagging interest and curiosity opened a door for me to the challenges and rewards of interdisciplinary exploration. Archie Green, who ﬁrst urged me into graduate school, remains an inspiration and a model of scholarly commitment and passion for the work we all do. Many people, far more than named below, facilitated and enriched the process of doing re- search in two foreign places. I am grateful to the Fulbright Foundation, the Lowie-Olsen Fund, and the Center for Southeast Asian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley, for ﬁnan- cial support. At the Thailand-United States Education Foundation, Dr. Patamaka Sukontamarn and Siriporn Sornsiri cheerfully assisted with bureaucratic and logistical matters. At Silpakorn University, Ajarn (Professor) Anuwit Chareonsupkul spent valuable hours introducing me to important issues in Thai art. Ajarns Prinya Tantisuk, Sakharin Kuer-On, and Thongchai Srisuk- prasert and their students at Silpakorn welcomed me on many of their ﬁeld trips, which en- hanced my education in Thai art. Alfred Pawlin of Visual Dhamma Gallery dispensed endless cups of Nescafé, engaging conversation, gossip, unique perspectives, and access to his exten- sive archives of articles and books on Thai art. Apinan Poshyananda, Somporn Rodboon, John Clark, Piriya Krairiksh, Thanom Chapakdee, Henry Ginsburg, Chatvichai Promadittavedi, Surachat Kittithana, John Hoskins, Annabel and Peera Ditbunjong, Phaptawan Suwannakudt, and numerous other scholars, artists, gallery owners, and collectors provided invaluable in- sights into Thai art and the workings of the Bangkok art world. Jennifer Gampell shared her in- terview transcripts with me, especially those pertinent to events that took place while I was not in Thailand. Mary and Jim Packard-Winkler, Jeffrey Capizzi, and Dan and Danielle Pruzin made the logistics of an unpredictable trafﬁc-clogged Bangkok more tolerable and life with my young son in the compound a joy. My research assistant, Supecha Boughtip, gave me insightful interpretation, keen interest, and humor along with her thorough transcriptions and lunch at Thammasat. Boonsopa Charoennibhonvanich and Jiraporn Budtarad translated during several key interviews. Methawee Ruenreang, Ketkanda Jaturongachoke, Christina Fink, and espe- cially Susan Kepner helped generously with translations of Thai phrases. The ﬁnal translations, however, are mine. The monks, volunteers, and regular visitors to Wat Buddhapadipa allowed me to join this Buddhist community and to experience as well as observe the commitments of practice, day by day. The Venerable Phra Ravanakitkolsul and Phrakhru Vinayadhara Vong Silanando provided hours of discussions and practical lessons. Roy Brabant-Smith, Anant Hiewchaiyaphum, and Suphaporn gave me necessary access to the back stages of temple life. Khun Surapee Simpson of Wimbledon adopted me much as she had adopted the artists, sharing memories of her en- counters with them and her astute analyses of temple life. I am grateful to Eric Crystal and the Center for Southeast Asian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley, for opportunities to present my research. Hildred Geertz, Leedom Lefferts, ................ xiv Astri Wright, and Jill Forshee provided detailed, helpful criticisms and suggestions. Early ver- Preface sions of this book were shaped by the close readings and commentary of colleagues Cecilia Van Hollen, Ayfer Bartu, and Kathleen Erwin. Pamela Kelley and Ann Ludeman of the University of Hawai‘i Press gave encouragement and abiding understanding for a long process of revision. Susan Biggs Corrado’s skillful editing eased the ﬁnal stages of producing the book. Chalermchai and Sompop provided me with many of the photographs of the murals, ini- tially taken by Andy Whale and donated to the temple. Kittisak Nuallak kindly supplied pho- tographs of the artists at work. I thank Robert Gumpert also for photographing many mural details. Without my family, life during this period of research, teaching, and writing would have been much impoverished. My deepest gratitude goes to my parents Betty and Sydney Cate for their love and support and to my husband Robert Gumpert and my son Sam Finn for joining me on these adventures. chapter one Finding a Place .... ..... . . . .. . . . . ..... . . . .... . . . . ..... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ..... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. “A reﬂexive universe of social action, The Thai Airways International airplane, sailing away into an open sky, strikes a discordant simply put, is one note in Panya’s scene of the Defeat of Mara at Wat Buddhapadipa, the Thai temple in Wimble- where nobody is don, England (Cover photo). It appears in a scene populated otherwise by demons and yaks outside.”—Anthony (giants) who migrated with monks and storytellers into Siamese folklore from ancient Indian Giddens (1995) mythology centuries before.1 One of the monks at Wat Buddhapadipa interpreted the airplane as a modern replacement for a boat, the symbolic vehicle that carries practitioners of the Dham- ma toward nirvana.2 To Thai worshipers and viewers unfamiliar with Thai temple murals and Buddhism, this tiny detail begs questions of time and location, both of the painted narratives and of the viewer in relation to them: Why an airplane? Where has it come from and where is it going? Who is traveling on it? When are these scenes supposedly happening? How are we to understand these images — we, the many viewers who come to this lovely temple out of neighborly curiosity, on a school ﬁeld trip, to make merit, to eat Thai food, to learn Thai clas- sical dance or language, to seek solace and community, to see “art”? As the airplane suggests, the murals animate discussions about the “traditional” and the “modern,” concepts that stubbornly linger in contemporary social discourse in Thailand and in Western assessments of contemporary Asian art.3 For those familiar with Thai temple painting, juxtaposing images of late-twentieth-century technology with characters whose visual histories precede those of the Buddha himself might constitute a startling transgression of temple mural iconography. While continuing to work with the expressive line, intricate patterning, and ide- alized ﬁgures characteristic of Thai temple murals, the artists have also clearly abandoned strict adherence to the conventions they learned in the early years of art school. Here elements of ab- straction, surrealism, photorealism, and expressionism provoke questions of artistic strategies of disjunction, appropriation, and the relationships of these artists to their Thai past as well as to Western art movements and techniques. Other strategies of localization and satire invoke continuity with Thai artistic traditions.4 Thai muralists have characteristically depicted worlds “in which the everyday and the mar- velous, reality and ﬁction constantly intermingle” (Boisselier 1976, 23). Scenes depicting the long-ago events of the lives of the Buddha contrast with scenes of daily life — customs, dress, material culture, social relations — to situate these stories in the here-and-now of their view- ers.5 Here in England, however, the localizing processes address multiple audiences, differently positioned as casual visitors, tourists and worshipers, Thai and Other. The muralists further dramatize an opposition between the “real” and the “imaginary” by scattering tiny snapshot- like portraits throughout scenes ﬁlled with deities and stylized ordinary people. By including details and modes of modern-day representation (such as the camera) or transportation (the airplane) that reference the expansive worlds of these murals’ viewers, the artists implicate the one — the world of the murals — into the other worlds of their audience. And they do so in a ................ 2 playful manner, making in-group references, telling jokes, and commenting on Thai power Chapter One politics, world leaders, Western art and culture, and their own experiences.6 A Thai Temple in Wimbledon Wat Buddhapadipa is a short walk from Wimbledon Commons, a few blocks up the hill from the All England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club, site of the annual Wimbledon tennis tour- nament.7 Once known as the estate of Barrogill, the beautifully landscaped four-acre temple complex includes a stone estate house, a small caretaker’s cottage, the Thai-style ubosot, ga- rages, classrooms, restrooms to serve festival visitors, a lake, and a meditation garden. The main building comprises monks’ living quarters and, on the ground ﬂoor, a shrine room (where monks receive visitors), the dining room, and a large patio where visitors congregate on the weekends. Set on the hill behind the main house and rose garden, the ubosot includes a shrine room and two wing rooms upstairs, and a basement area where meditation classes meet and worshipers sleep when on retreat. The ubosot’s shrine room and wings house the murals of Wat Buddhapadipa. Wat Buddhapadipa enjoys considerable prestige, in part deriving from the royal patronage of King Bhumiphol Adulyadej of Thailand. Organized through the London Buddhist Temple Foundation, contributors to the building of the ubosot and the mural painting were, by and large, members of the Thai government and business elite who have traveled extensively in the world, who themselves have been educated in Europe or the United States, and who maintain international business connections through property, banking and ﬁnance, manufacturing, and tourism. Because Khun Sawet Piamphongsant and other prominent members of the London Buddhist Temple Foundation held important positions within the Thai government, the foun- dation was able to convince two prime ministers to contribute government monies to the tem- ple and mural projects (Plate 4). While legally attached to the cultural section of the Thai em- bassy to England, the Thai Religious Affairs Department and London Buddhist Temple Foun- dation also assume administrative and developmental responsibility for the temple. Led by Panya Vijinthanasarn and Chalermchai Kositpipat, twenty-eight young Thai contem- porary artists in revolving teams painted the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa during an eight-year period, completing them in 1992 (Plate 5).8 While originating in provinces throughout Thai- land, most of the artists were recent graduates of Silpakorn University (the ﬁne arts university in Bangkok) or other art schools, or worked at the Fine Arts Department, an agency of the Thai government. Most were just beginning their art careers. All but three of the assistants were male. In this regard, the mural project reﬂects and repro- duces the heavily male-dominated structure of the Bangkok art world of the late 1970s and 1980s.9 To the extent that painting has been historically temple based, women have been ex- cluded from that practice, as they may not be ordained as monks in Theravada Buddhism.10 Mae chii, or Buddhist nuns, do most of the daily chores at many Thai temples; some of the women on the mural project performed these chores also. At different stages of the project, the wife of one artist and the sister of another came to Wat Buddhapadipa speciﬁcally to clean, 3 ................ shop, and cook for the group, enabling the artists to concentrate exclusively on the mural Finding a Place painting. On one of his trips back to Bangkok to recruit new assistants, Chalermchai deliberately sought women to work in London, as he felt they would improve relations between the artists. One he recruited had been his classmate at Silpakorn and now worked at the Fine Arts De- partment. Because she was older, she often mediated conﬂicts between the younger artists. She assumed responsibility for completing large sections of the murals — the only woman to be given such an assignment. Two younger women that had been trained at Poh Chang (Arts and Crafts School) arrived to paint but worked largely on ﬂoral borders and the patterning in mural details, remaining somewhat marginal. When the sister of one of the artists returned to Thai- land, one of these Poh Chang artists assumed her responsibility for taking care of the twenty- two artists who were working. Two women were also girlfriends (faen) of other muralists; both couples later married. The length of the artists’ involvement with the mural project varied. Chalermchai and Panya stayed three years to oversee the murals in the main room of the ubosot. Some of their assistants stayed at Wat Buddhapadipa for a year, some for six months. Several returned to Wimbledon a second time, to help complete the murals in the two wing rooms. Sompop, one of the ﬁrst re- cruited by Panya, stayed for seven years, as he became the co-coordinator of the mural paint- ing in these two smaller rooms (Plate 6). However long their stay, the artists painted the murals “for free,” donating their labor to the temple and to the Buddha. They received no commission for their work, but rather a small monthly allowance for modest living expenses that enabled them to spend days off seeing art in London. How they were recruited and their own intentions in going to London conﬁrm the ongoing salience of Thai social relationships based on gender roles, educational cohorts, the master/apprentice model of art-making, notions of long-distance merit-making, and of pai naawk—“going out” of the country to have adventures, gain knowl- edge, and make connections that can shift one’s fortunes in the Thai social world upon return. This group of artists seeks a different place for themselves and their art, distinct from both past and contemporary mural painters in Thailand. Educated in the theories and practices of the in- ternational art world, they worked abroad with an agenda of transforming Thai mural painting into an art that speaks in the present tense. The Wat Buddhapadipa murals hold a prominent place in Thai contemporary culture. They are the ﬁrst Thai Buddhist murals ever painted outside the country, a point mentioned con- stantly in the extensive media coverage that accompanied their production. They represent one of the “most complete” sets of Thai Buddhist murals anywhere, as they include scenes of the historical Buddha’s life, the thosochat, or his Ten Lives prior, and the Traiphum, or Three Worlds cosmology. King Bhumiphol Adulyadej of Thailand, an avid painter who regularly shows as a guest in the National Exhibitions of Art, reputedly proclaimed the murals to truly represent “the art of the Ninth Reign” (Chalermchai 1994). Three of the Wat Buddhapadipa muralists were chosen to illustrate the king’s book, published on the ﬁftieth anniversary of his reign.11 ................ 4 Art historian Apinan Poshyananda reproduced Panya’s The Defeat of Mara (Plate 10) as the Chapter One cover of his seminal survey of Thai modern art, not only just to sell the book, but “because it asks a lot of questions” (Apinan 1995b). Another Thai art historian considers these murals to be the “centerpiece” of Thai neotraditional art (Somporn 1995c). On “Thainess” The endorsements by the Thai king and involvement of the Thai government in sponsorship and governance reproduce at Wat Buddhapadipa an ideological triad long promulgated by the modern Thai state since the 1920s: religion, nation or people, and monarchy, or “the three pil- lars of Thai nationalism” (chaat, satsanaa, phra mahakasat).12 In many aspects — the temple’s fundamental mission to propagate Buddhism abroad, its administration through the Religious Affairs Department and the Thai embassy, its ritual calendar, architectural style, and mural pro- gram — the temple does project an ofﬁcial vision of Thai national culture consonant with Item 4.7 of “The National Culture Policy” issued by the government in 1987: “preservation of the good image, fame, dignity of Thai culture in the world community” (Ofﬁce of the Prime Min- ister 1987, 9). Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, ongoing scandals involving prominent monks and temples eroded public respect for the institutions of Buddhism in Thailand. Daily revela- tions about the sexual adventures (or misadventures) of the charismatic monk Phra Yantra Am- marobhikku mesmerized the Thai public during my research in Bangkok, even attracting in- ternational media attention. Continuing coverage of Thailand’s highly visible prostitution and sex tourism industries and Bangkok’s bad trafﬁc, pollution, and political corruption further tar- nished the desired “good image” of Thailand. These international representations of Thai cul- ture establish some of the background against which the Wat Buddhapadipa ubosot projects its elegant vision of Thai Buddhist culture in a posh setting in London. Various accommodations to its location in England, however, reveal the negotiability of elite conceptions of national cul- ture within Thailand and when transported beyond national borders. Observers agree that the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa in Wimbledon are “too radical” to have been painted in Bangkok, in ways discussed below. The artists claimed they wanted to re- vitalize the moribund practices of Thai temple painting and to make murals relevant to the contemporary world and a literate audience (Chalermchai et al. 1992). Why, then, did they be- lieve they had to leave Thailand to accomplish this goal? Their perception of constraints on painting at temples in Thailand and the subsequent esteem accorded these murals abroad point toward competition for cultural authority within Thai society. This competition intensiﬁes when placed within overlapping discourses on art and religion, art and society. That the temple is situated in England establishes a transnational context for its art and its activities, contributing to emerging global “public culture.”13 One issue considered throughout this book is how that context materially and metaphorically shaped representations of both “Thainess” and Buddhism at Wat Buddhapadipa (especially in the murals), and how Thais themselves, as mobile artists and cultural actors, represent themselves and others in that arena. These artists arrived in England to tell their own stories and to comment on the West, revers- ing Orientalist processes that have constructed the Asian Other (Said 1979). This ethnography 5 ................ of art-making takes up these issues, debated also in analyses of contemporary art movements Finding a Place in other locales throughout the world, but set here at the intersection of identity, authority, and value. There, these Thai artists rework ideologies and practices of “modern art,” reinterpret elite concepts of Buddhist narrative, unsettle hierarchies of sacred space, accumulate long- distance merit, and seek new grounds for constructing national and personal identities. The categories of “traditional,” “modern,” and “neotraditional” continue to animate issues around Thai cultural identity, and in social action remain subject to ongoing negotiation and performance, rather than existing as external, objective categories. These categories are de- ployed by artists in a variety of social contexts: in self-presentation, at exhibition openings, in media interviews, in exhibition catalogs, and in teaching at Silpakorn University. In their the- atricality, teaching styles, dress, and self-presentations, these artists draw upon and reconﬁgure culturally speciﬁc meanings of creativity, confrontation, spirituality, modernity, maleness, and power. Artists draw upon these diverse cultural notions to seek higher social status for them- selves as “artists” within Thailand, as well as to claim value for their work in public arenas that extend beyond Thailand. It is these meanings that are absorbed into and reproduced by more general narrative histories about Thai contemporary art, as qualities of “Thainess” that elude totalizing Euro-American paradigms of modern art. “Traditional,” “modern,” or “neotraditional” are only a few of the categories the artists use to position themselves and their work.14 These speciﬁc artists have also claimed other identities, including “Isaan” (Northeastern Thai) or “Lanna” (Northern Thai), “international,” and “ecologically concerned.” While working at Wat Buddhapadipa and in their subsequent careers, these artists have developed a range of strate- gies that highlight different social orientations: those looking inward to an evolving Thai social hierarchy and those concerned more with broad transnational linkages. As discussed in this study, “Thainess” as a cultural concept lacks enduring substance and deﬁnition. As an analytical target, “Thainess” moves constantly from position to position. Con- tinually invoked in diverse settings inside and outside Thailand, Thainess is subject to ongoing invention and imagination as the outcome of social processes in various contexts. The adjec- tive “Thai” must be understood similarly — not as a reference to a single set of attributes, but rather as a marker of contrast between identities and a means of asserting commonality.15 Competing Discourses: Art and Religion As I began to explore the signiﬁcance of the murals I ﬁrst encountered in 1992, I visited an En- glish member of the Wat Buddhapadipa community. At that time, “Anna” was involved exten- sively as a teacher of the Abidhamma, the commentaries on Buddha’s teachings. She also co- founded the temple’s Lay Buddhist Association. Anna lived in a small village outside London. Her own watercolors, serene and abstract, lined the living room walls; numerous art books (I noted one on David Hockney) sat on bookshelves. Her assessment of the murals at Wat Bud- dhapadipa as art was largely negative. She thought that the artists’ portraits of recognizable in- dividuals set within crowds of generic worshipers were “incompetent.” This, she thought, rep- ................ 6 resented the artists “breaking the rules of Western art [and Thai art as well], yet [they] don’t Chapter One have a reason to break them. [It’s as if] you don’t know where you are.” In her view the huge eyes of Mara that dominate one wall (Plate 10) break the uniﬁed mode of narration through color, forms, and rhythm that she ﬁnds characteristic of murals in other Thai temples. She ﬁnds that the murals represent a distraction, for in the context of meditation the colors are “too bright.” She also expressed her disapproval of the murals for attracting “too many tourists,” thus requiring the temple to “make rules” to control the number of visitors. In her opinion temple murals that function too obviously as decoration enhancing a temple’s overall “nice- ness” encourage “going off on the wrong track” in understanding the Buddha’s teachings. In- sight into the reality of things, the goal of the Buddhist vipassana meditation techniques, which she has taught, requires a suitable environment and a teacher. “You need a guide,” she told me. “You don’t need a ubosot hall. It is quite unnecessary: the temple, the nice place, paintings on the wall.”16 Two years later, in Bangkok, I raised these same questions with Montien Boonma and Som- sak Chowtadapong, two contemporary Thai artists. We sat at one of the picnic tables in front of the Faculty of Painting and Sculpture at Silpakorn University, Thailand’s premier art uni- versity. On the issue of the “distraction” of the Wat Buddhapadipa murals, they replied: Somsak: You feel the strength of the color; it is too vivid. It is quite different from the old Thai chapels.17 Montien: Don’t you think this is an aspect of the new society? Somsak: Religion still has the same purpose. When we enter the chapel, we want to calm down. We want to have a peaceful mind. The atmosphere must teach people to be very still. How can you stand in front of the Buddha with walls like ﬁre? This exchange and Anna’s criticism of the Wat Buddhapadipa murals set up two contexts for evaluating mural art consistently articulated by both Thai and English observers with whom I discussed these murals. They critiqued these murals as art, but also as an element in the con- struction of Thai religious space. While “art,” the murals are at the same time “religion” and “Buddhist story.” These two interpretive frameworks articulate differing sets of assumptions about the functions of painting and reference different regimes of value.18 Such regimes oper- ate simultaneously — in London and Bangkok — and have sometimes been voiced by the same person, but in different contexts. Contemporary art in Thailand that addresses explicitly Bud- dhist themes, including the work of some Wat Buddhapadipa muralists, is caught between these competing regimes. At the time of my research, such art became increasingly controver- sial and coveted, revealing tensions within the Bangkok art world around cultural identity, the nature of religious art, and the politics of value. Art and Anthropology Mural painting in Thailand, a dynamic and evolving practice centered in the temple for at least six hundred years, has been ﬁltered in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries through agencies of modernity. These agencies — governmental departments, educational institutions, 7 ................ and art historical criticism, among others — generated new discourses that have reconstituted Finding a Place murals as “Thai art,” “Thai heritage,” “Thai history,” and “Thai identity.” The signiﬁcance of the places and practices of mural painting—including relationships between temple abbot, painter, the patron; modes of training; and artists’ intentions — cannot be separated from the diverse public discourses that shape and interpret those practices.19 That artworks do not have an in- herent set of meanings apparent to the discriminating connoisseur and manifest in acts of soli- tary contemplation (a hallmark of Western modernism since the nineteenth century) has long been a central tenet of anthropologists of art, and one that has in the past separated the two disciplines of anthropology and art history (Marcus and Myers 1995, 3). The dialogue between the two disciplines has quickened, both now questioning the domain of “art,” with both ana- lyzing the modes in which artistic forms, their meanings, and the value they obtain from their audience are located in social contexts of time and place, in particular art worlds.20 Theoretical problems in the anthropology of art posed by this Thai temple in England are not those associated with the so-called “ethnographic artifacts” long studied by anthropolo- gists, produced by so-called “small-scale” or “non-Western” societies, and appropriated by Western artists, collectors, or museum curators into Western regimes of value as “art.” Wat Buddhapadipa challenges this entire frame of discussion, for a temple can hardly be termed an “ethnographic artifact,” nor does it circulate in systems of exchange. Volunteer artists painted the murals in Wimbledon for “free,” without commission or salary, and their work represents, from the Buddhist perspective of its artists and sponsors, acts of long-distance merit-making. The temple stands outside the international commoditized art market, although (I would ar- gue) not very far, as reproductions of the Wat Buddhapadipa murals are sold as books and post- cards. Its artists did (and continue to) participate in the art market, producing and selling easel paintings and obtaining new mural commissions. In addition, fund-raising practices that sup- ported the mural project relied on the sale of paintings within the blossoming art world of Bangkok. However, a focus by anthropologists of art on the entanglements of local production with an international art market excludes art forms that are not bought and sold and do not otherwise circulate in arenas such as museums, remote from their origins. Further, the status of Thai temple mural painting as “art,” insofar as Western or Thai schol- ars of art history have been concerned, has not been at issue. Indeed, one of the problems sug- gested by the foregoing encounters and commentaries is the murals’ status as “art” among Bud- dhists, both among English and Thais, in that they seem to violate notions of appropriate place, as elements within sacred space. Here, perhaps, lies one of the boundaries of the “autonomy” of art. This disjunction between “art” and “place” suggests that the Thai “art world,” while ex- tending across national borders into transnational spaces, remains somewhat circumscribed — at least for many viewers. The disjunction also suggests that prior and different discourses about the signiﬁcance of temple mural painting operate within the same social ﬁeld.21 The discourses operating in this instance of the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa are both local and global, anthropological and art historical, but they do not represent disjunction between the producer of art and its interpreters, as in the case of Papunya (Australian aboriginal) acrylic ................ 8 painting analyzed by Myers (1995). Myers found a signiﬁcant gap — a “spatial and cultural in- Chapter One congruity”— between “how the producers account for their paintings and what signiﬁcance they are made to have in other venues.” In the case of the Wat Buddhapadipa murals, their artists/producers have played a central role in the interpretation and reception of these murals, largely through their numerous magazine, newspaper, and television interviews in London and Bangkok, and as written in the catalog they produced. The discursive disjunction has its sources elsewhere, among the Thai and other Buddhist templegoers (Anna, discussed above, is representative) who respond to them with different standards of signiﬁcance than those at- tached to “art.” A central tenet in our anthropological understanding of contemporary art worlds is that the cultural and/or monetary values of art works, and indeed their very status as “art,” are con- structed through “artwriting” and “arttalking.”22 Artists themselves, through their own writings and public representations, participate in creating the value of their work (Marcus and Myers 1995, 27). While the Wimbledon murals were painted principally as an act of devotion and do not circulate as objects for sale within an art market, “writing” and “talking” their cultural value was essential to the subsequent careers of the muralists. These discursive practices have translated into fame, stature, and the increased monetary worth of their art — as selling price or commission. The murals at Wat Buddhapadipa have been written prominently into the nar- ratives of contemporary art of Thailand and of Southeast Asia. Thus the total signiﬁcance of those murals cannot be understood without attending to the larger context of the Bangkok art world and without reference to the interpretive and evaluating practices that situate them there. While many scholars set their problems in current writing about non-Western art at the level of interpretation by art writers — be they anthropologists, art historians, journalists, and so on — with this study I set the problem not only at the level of interpretation, but also as an issue of the agency of the artists in the moment of the creative act.23 The categories and codes of interpretation applied to art wield, I believe, productive force. That is, artists as social actors participating in the international circulation of representations of art work within or against such categories as they create art. In this way artists exercise strategies of position. The Wat Buddhapadipa muralists claimed a position that would mend the rupture in Thai painting be- tween the traditional art of temple murals, the modern world the artists inhabited, and the modern art theories they had learned. Second, artists become art writers themselves, creating and reproducing these categories in catalogs, interviews, and written concept statements. Fur- ther, in creative acts of reﬂexivity, they play with these categories in their public self-presenta- tions, as modern artists or, in the case of certain individual Thai artists, as chaang, or premod- ern Thai artisans. One particular problem has emerged in the domain of contemporary art production and in- terpretation, a domain where non-Western artists quote freely from international art styles and techniques to produce work that confounds boundaries long held by both anthropologists and art historians between “art” and “art of the Other.” As one art historian has observed of con- temporary Asian art more generally, 9 ................ It is always challenging to understand art made in and for a culture that is different from Finding a Place one’s own. But, curiously, it is even more difﬁcult to do this when the work looks deceptively similar to the forms one knows best. In the case of urbanized contemporary art from Asia, this paradox is exacerbated by the fact that its forms often challenge long-held Western per- ceptions about what makes it “Asian.” (Desai 1997, 13) At Wat Buddhapadipa the artists, trained in both Western and Thai art theory and history, painted this set of “radical” temple murals, utilizing an array of styles and techniques from both contemporary international art movements and the temple paintings that constitute “Thai tradition.” On the whole, as I observed the ﬁrst time I visited the bot, the murals do not look “Western” in style or content. Yet upon close investigation their work can be most certainly characterized as hybrid, as postmodern pastiche that grabs ideas from sources as diverse as early Christian art and Japanese comic books. Further still, the murals remain within the long- established frameworks of Buddhist visual narrative, which claims universal application and stimulates reﬂection on one’s own place in the world. This study investigates some of the pur- posefulness and effects of that hybridity, lifting it out of art historical discourse and setting it into social worlds of negotiated meanings and effects. The Right Intention Scholars of Thai painting (and Southeast Asian Hindu/Buddhist art more generally) have long articulated views of aesthetic production as acts of devotion. Proper ceremonies must be held to reassure divine spirits that painting the lives of the Buddha (narratives included in Thai tem- ple mural programs since the 1700s) is neither to claim authorship of acts of creation nor to im- itate divine activities by depicting them. The relationship of artist to activity is rather that of of- fering, of placing one’s talents in the service of Buddhism. The underlying ethic involved in such aesthetic productions is thus one of giving, rather than of creating (cf. Lyons 1960, 173). Many observers have applied this interpretation to Wat Buddhapadipa, relating its murals to an act of devotion. In public discussion, the muralists stressed their status at the Wimbledon tem- ple as “volunteers,” thus casting their work as a giving of service (acts of merit-making) rather than as work for hire. Many artists, including several who painted at Wat Buddhapadipa, ex- pressed the opinion that this intention in painting murals, that is, murals as religion, should have absolute priority over that of murals as art. One of these artists, Sompop, explained to me that “[t]he main concept of the building and the temple . . . is the Buddha statue and every- thing around there has to serve to be pushing [attention] there.”24 He agrees that the intense palette of the murals fails to create a quiet atmosphere. Echoing the opinion of other Thai crit- ics, he says, “Buddhapadipa is like a gallery. It is not much like a temple.” One of these critics, a man long involved with the Bangkok art scene as artist-mentor-patron, told me, “I do not really like it [the bot]. It’s like a gallery, not like a temple. . . . [T]he temple is a place where you can go inside and make a prayer, and to be peaceful. So the painting should serve the atmosphere of the temple.” I asked him if he thought the murals were too ................ 10 strong in color. He replied, “It is not that. . . . [I]t is the wrong . . . how do you call it . . . phit Chapter One thuuk prasong. . . . [I]t means the wrong purpose.”25 In Kinaree, one of two Thai Airways In- ternational magazines (outlets for many articles on Thai culture and contemporary art), a 1992 proﬁle of another prestigious mural project in Bangkok relates that their “true intention . . . is to keep the chapel as a place of worship, not as a gallery for art exhibitions. Therefore, after looking at the paintings, all eyes are invariably drawn to the principal Buddha image” (Kosint 1992, 104).26 The author does not mention Wat Buddhapadipa by name, but rather makes the same distinction as these two artists between murals that command attention as “art” versus those that serve a subordinate function to direct attention to the presiding image, or to facili- tate and enhance the experience of worship. Chalermchai and Panya, the two major artists on this project, in public representations of their “intentions,” spoke of revitalizing Thai temple mural painting, of making it relevant to today’s world. They often spoke of their work as a “donation,” explicitly evoking a context of Buddhist merit-making. Yet at the same time, they clearly claimed the status of “art” rather than (as well as) “religion” for their murals, both in their writing about Wat Buddhapadipa, in their numerous public and private interviews, and in their subsequent careers. It is this issue of intention, I would argue, that lies at the heart of the public controversies over mural art, con- troversies that pit artists like Panya and Chalermchai against critics and that become framed in terms of spiritualism versus materialism. What makes the Wat Buddhapadipa murals “distracting” is their intense palette—deep reds, blues, purples, and greens. The coloring is so bright (by Thai mural standards) that another Thai academic, a literary historian, said that many people had called the murals “kitsch” and in Thai terms describe them as jam luad jam naawng (literally, “full of blood, full of pus,” but referring to a perceived disharmony in the juxtaposition of colors).27 Another description fre- quently encountered was chuut chaad, or “gaudy, ﬂashy.”28 A Thai architectural historian re- sponded that in the Thai aesthetic system, “the most important thing” is gold. Muralists apply gilding “on important elements, important ﬁgures.” As for color disrupting meditation, he noted that the space of the ubosot is not ordinarily used for meditation, for it serves primarily as the site of the most sacred ceremonies. When people visit the ubosot, after paying their re- spects to the presiding image they often meditate as a matter of course. Besides, noted Som- pop (discussing this issue with me), meditation always involves resisting (or otherwise noting) the distractions of sensory stimuli of one’s environment, be it the noise of a passing airplane, bright colors on the walls, or the buzzing of a ﬂy.29 Multiple discourses of interpretation operate in the social context of mural production, not solely those of art criticism (cf. Myers 1994, 1995). Some of these discourses are the products of Western art historical scholarship, which have constructed the category of the “Thai classical” in opposition to “Western” art. Others are Thai reworkings of Western art discourse, deﬁning key categories of “traditional,” “modern,” and “neotraditional” that establish new hierarchies of value, but located in Thai-Asian modernity. Other localized discourses barely reference “art” at all and instead rely on indigenous understandings of painting as a craft (like painting posters for movie theaters), or as an act of devotion, or as the production of stories with didactic value in the dissemination of Buddhist teachings. These pursuits do not refer to that privileged cat- 11 ................ egory, “art.” Anthropologists have resisted attempts to deﬁne art as a “pure aesthetic experience Finding a Place walled off from other instrumental associations” (Marcus and Myers 1995, 3); Thai observers do not recognize this barrier either. In their discussions of the Wat Buddhapadipa murals and Thai murals in general, they cannot not consider the instrumentality of murals as an element in Thai religious space. The traces of these understandings of murals elude art historical discourse, largely still located within the temple and notions of the sacred, which have generated much of the negative assessments of the Wat Buddhapadipa murals and which encouraged the mural- ists to paint in England in the ﬁrst place. Increasingly, art scholars examining contemporary production of art in Asia are relativizing “modernity” both as a set of socioeconomic and political conditions and as speciﬁc changes in artistic production. The Australian art historian John Clark argues that “modernity in Asia, cer- tainly in its art discourse, has involved the acceptance and local transformation of art forms which had originated as modernist in Euramerica” (1995, 5 – 6, emphasis in original). As Desai urges with contemporary Southeast Asian art more generally, this book investigates the “com- plex artistic realities” that now characterize the production of art in Thailand. Many of the de- bates about art in Thailand, while ostensibly about styles of the “traditional,” the “modern,” or the “international,” are about the more fundamental, shifting relationships of art to religion, to society, and to power. Murals as Social Portraiture Thai temple murals are products of changing social, economic, and political relations. In Thai- land, “modern art” as both a concept and as a set of internationalized institutions and prac- tices—state patronage, formalized training, exhibitions, contests, museums, and criticism—was brought into Thailand in the late nineteenth century by monarchs concerned with modern- ization following Western (especially British) models and the propagation of a national culture. The effect of these developments was to shift gradually the locus of artistic production from the temple and court toward the state and to add to indigenous aesthetic practices of temple paint- ing, sculpture, and architecture new forms of “art” such as portraiture, easel paintings, and public monuments.30 Additionally, mural themes expanded (or Buddhist stories have been reinterpreted) to include historical events, the daily life of ordinary Thai villagers, ceremonial and devotional activities, and cultural practices. In this sense murals constitute an evolving set of elite-sponsored portraits of Thai society. Since the 1960s, as Thailand has promoted international and domestic tourism, with increas- ing attention to temples and temple murals as the special attractions of “Thai heritage,” mural scenes appear as emblems of Thai identity to illustrate tourist brochures and tourist souvenirs. The artistic themes and styles of temple murals have been painted into other contexts besides temples — hotels, public cultural arenas, government buildings, banks, and even fast-food out- lets. Painting murals has been a continuing practice throughout Thai history. What has changed in the past few decades is the institutional matrix in which mural painting has been embedded, ................ 12 the sites of its practice, and, of course, the frameworks by which it is interpreted. Chapter One Thai temple murals constitute a mode of “social portraiture” in multiple dimensions. His- torians treat mural paintings as primary sources for the customs, knowledge, material culture, and social relations of regions and periods of Thai history. Historians have “read” mural themes as commentaries on historical events.31 Murals materialize Thai engagements with others, from regions throughout Southeast Asia and from China, Europe, and the United States, evident in stylistic innovation, the introduction of new materials, novel technologies, and in scenes of those engagements. As murals have been reconﬁgured in different periods of the twentieth cen- tury as “art,” “history,” “heritage,” “identity,” and “commodity,” their functions as cultural cap- ital have been altered, generated by the state to assert a uniﬁed national identity to its citizenry and to an international audience for whom such capital measures degrees of advancement and “civilization.” Murals became key elements in ofﬁcial Thai projects of having a culture and in claiming a past. They thus constitute a site, however minor, in which to view Thai cultural his- tory and issues of changing sources of patronage, new concepts of viewing subjects, and the status of “art” within the state and to different generations of elites. As social portraiture, murals paint a likeness or a description of Thai society. This does not necessarily claim transparency or literal reﬂection, a one-to-one correspondence between mural details and Thai social life. In thematic content — especially in scenes of the Buddhist cosmol- ogy or from the lives of the Buddha—murals largely represent idealized visions of a moral uni- verse, visions of where and how humans ought to be as much as where and how they are. Por- traiture always implies, however, a social relationship mediated by the skills and vision of the artist(s), attitudes of the subject, demands of the patron, audience reception, and other specif- ics of the historical context of their production. I examine murals as social portraits in this fuller sense of content and context. Murals as Textual Practice The anthropological approach to a temple and its art conceives of Buddhism as an evolving constellation of ethical beliefs, narratives, and practices centering around the Buddha and his teachings, not as a set of ancient doctrines enacted to varying degrees in monastic and lay prac- tice.32 As with other genres of the visual arts, or the retellings of legends and mythologies of the Buddha, temple murals do more than merely reﬂect processes of assimilation, accretion, or change in Theravada Buddhism as it has engaged with Hinduism, local animist beliefs, Chinese culture, or Western modernities. Visual and oral narratives have been active constituents of those changes, transforming the social understandings and praxis of Buddhism (though in Thailand perhaps not as much as King Mongkut’s monastic reforms of the late nineteenth cen- tury, the twentieth-century philosophy of Buddhadasa Bhikkhu, or the emergence of numerous urban-based sects).33 In the context of the temple and the Buddhist worldview, murals are per- formative in the double sense of constituting an act of devotion and of intending something to happen in their engagement with viewers (Swearer 1993; Mitchell 1996; Gell 1998). While au- 13 ................ thoritative texts exist in Theravada Buddhism, such texts come alive to serve particular pur- Finding a Place poses and attain new meanings through speciﬁc acts of translation, within contested structures of authority, and through particular modes of transmission or performance in social context. Here mural painting is a textual practice as much as a social one.34 While this book focuses largely on the murals and artists at Wat Buddhapadipa, the establish- ment of the temple in Wimbledon and the building of the ubosot precede the events of their painting. Merit-making suffuses the acts of the artists; it also suffuses the acts of the sponsors. In chapter 2’s discussion of the sponsorship of Wat Buddhapadipa, I approach some funda- mental issues of Thai modernity: connections between the Thai ruling elite and England, the activities of an expanding economy of merit (here constituted by the fund-raising activities for the temple), and the nature of elite constructions of Thai national identity. The artists who painted the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa, most in their early forties at the time of this writing, have matured at a moment in history when the periodic crises of Thai identity and tradition—the growing pains of modernity—entered a new phase. One major fac- tor in Thai concerns with national or cultural identity — often articulated by my informants in personal terms of their “place” as Thais in the world — relates to the boom in international tourism within Thailand, an outgrowth of other cultural and political changes set in motion by the Vietnam War.35 Within the country the growth of the manufacturing, banking, and ﬁnance sectors created a new middle class in Bangkok by the 1980s. Young and newly wealthy Thais (identiﬁed as “yuppies” in the international media coverage of their political protests in 1992) became eager to accumulate cultural, as well as economic and political, capital. As with aspir- ing elites elsewhere in the world, collecting art constitutes such cultural capital, along with ex- pensive designer clothing, watches, luxury automobiles, ﬁne wine, golf, and international travel. Artists and art collectors are participating in the more general process of creating identities for the “modern Thai” and reshaping symbologies of power to further reference international, as well as indigenous, systems of status and display.36 The sponsorship of Wat Buddhapadipa in- dexes both systems of symbolic capital: merit-making through temple sponsorship as the ac- cumulation of status within the Thai context, and the appreciation of modern art as the exer- cise of internationally recognized taste and distinction (Bourdieu 1984). However, many novice Thai collectors of art have, until the late 1990s, tended to purchase Thai art, rather than Euro- pean, American, Japanese, or Chinese art. This suggests an initial comfort level with familiar themes, motifs, and aesthetic references that resonate with deeply held cultural values. Such references include stupas, Buddha images, and the highly elaborated surfaces of temple archi- tecture and decor. The emphasis by Thai art collectors on “Thai” art also reﬂects one means of asserting a Thai identity while simultaneously participating in the international circuitry of dis- play and status via other brand-name consumer goods. This assertion may not necessarily rep- resent a self-conscious gesture of nationalism or chauvinism, but rather serves to anchor cul- tural identity to the familiar while still being fashionable. In Thailand the context in which “art” is produced and seen has expanded beyond temples ................ 14 and palaces into universities, studios, homes of private collectors, galleries, museums, banks, Chapter One and other public spaces. Interpretations of what “art” is and what it means have proliferated. Some of these interpretations challenge its historical place in Thai society as an expression of devotion and as the media of moral instruction. Chapter 3 examines mural painting and its de- rivatives as subject to both centrifugal and centripetal forces within contemporary Thai society. First, murals are a key site of visual representations where Thai artists paint and Thai viewers see themselves in the past and the present. Second, the style of temple mural painting becomes the anchor of the category of locally deﬁned “neotraditional” art, which competes in the inter- national art arena with other categories of contemporary art production. Just as multiple in- terpretive frameworks on art in Thailand have shaped (and continue to shape) how the mu- rals at Wat Buddhapadipa are understood, they similarly have affected the education, artistic intentions, means of production, and subsequent careers of the artists who painted them. In turn, the work of these artists and their own public interpretations of their work contributes further to these constructs of art. In chapter 4 I analyze the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa as visual tale-telling to culturally dis- tinct audiences. I examine the artists’ intentions and strategies in rendering Thai versions in London of Buddhist cosmology, teachings of the Dhamma, and legends of the Buddha’s lives — the artists’ narrative transformations, stylistic innovations, and apparent iconographic trans- gressions. To a degree, they compete for control of the stories with monks and with the author- ity of “tradition” as articulated by Thai templegoers. This competition represents the artists’ attempts to retain artistic autonomy as they transform Buddhist narratives from “story” into “art” while seeking to communicate essential meanings of Buddhist narrative about morality and one’s place in the world. The artists heightened the visual contrast between the “real” and the “imaginary” to render time, space, and location (of themselves and of the murals’ viewers) in distinctive ways. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on Chalermchai, Panya, and their assistants as key actors in the con- temporary Thai art scene, examining their representations of themselves, their careers, and their work. I approach their stories in two ways. In chapter 5, widening my focus to include all twenty-eight of the muralists, I construct an “ethnography-by-memory” of the painting of the murals at Wat Buddhapadipa. The life histories of these artists constitute a trajectory from small Thai villages to a major Western metropolis. I collected their individual stories and an- ecdotes as snapshots: arriving in London, ﬁrst seeing the temple, working all day and into the night, sleeping on the scaffolding, playing takraw,* buying winter clothes at the local Oxfam shop, visiting Stonehenge and the Canterbury Cathedral, eating turkey and Thai curry at Christmastime with Khun Surapee (a local Thai friend), wandering through the Tate Gallery, and buying art books at Zwemmers. In reconstructing their work and life at Wat Buddhapa- dipa, each vignette presents its own perspective, with different shadings and tones, most likely faded or recreated due to the passage of time. In originally conceiving this aspect of the re- search, I mentally pictured chapter 5 as a large assemblage of these snapshots, much like those of David Hockney.37 Chapter 5 looks at how these artists, as actors representing the contemporary Thai social order, negotiate between their village backgrounds, Western-inﬂected art education, experi- 15 ................ ences in London, and the international art scene. We see them “going out,” traveling from the Finding a Place conceptual pole of khon baan naawk (countryperson) to khon thii khuey pai muang naawk (per- son who goes abroad).38 Their travel responds to generalized Thai notions of a good citizen, to opportunities established for Thai artists to study abroad, and to the chance to “go outside” and work on a prestigious project.39 In discussing their experience of going to paint in Wim- bledon, the artists spoke of their desire to see England, to see what Western life is like. As artists, several spoke of their desire to see the “real thing,” that is, famous paintings they had seen before only in books. But in a variety of contexts, these artists also spoke of this journey as a search to “ﬁnd a place.” As I came to understand, “ﬁnding a place” encompasses disparate activities, all integral to living as an artist in Thailand today. First, artists seek a place to live— Bangkok, upcountry, or abroad—where they can comfortably live and work, yet maintain con- nections essential to their careers. Second, through “going out” for experience and connec- tions, they seek higher status in a social world that historically has placed painters in positions subservient to their patrons. Both endeavors involve travel, and their stories reenact Southeast Asian modes of travel (but through modern means, i.e., the airplane) as a means of amassing cultural and social capital as “men of prowess.”40 Equally important, and third, artists search for a “place” from which to paint, that is, the means of expressing a personal creative vision that gives individual character and depth to their art, making the traditions of Thai art fresh in the modern era, rather than a rote, repetitive, or superﬁcial rendering of individual “styles.” We see how their understanding of “art” evolved from (and incorporated) hand-painted movie posters in Thai villages, to Thai temple murals, to Vincent Van Gogh, to early Buddhist carvings of the Amaravati temple in India on display at the British Museum. In this sense I track some of the ideologies of “art” and styles of other art systems, as they are received and reworked in local- ized contexts, and then projected back into the international arena. *A kind of Thai volleyball, played with the feet and a small rattan ball. Chapter 6 returns to Bangkok, where I narrow my focus to Chalermchai and Panya, to con- sider in greater detail the ways in which they are ﬁnding a place for themselves in the frag- mented, chaotic, and ﬂuid world of contemporary Thailand. They represented themselves pub- licly as binary opposites—often as the “traditional” versus the “modern” painter. “Traditional” and “modern” are only two of many locations that people, these artists included, use to posi- tion themselves within multiple “geographies of identity,” inside and outside of Thailand. In terms of these speciﬁc artists, other locations include the “authentically Thai,” the “regional,” and the “international.”41 Both at Wat Buddhapadipa and in their subsequent careers, Chalermchai and Panya exhibit a range of strategies and concerns that highlight the centripetal and centrifugal social forces at play within Thailand and beyond. In his determination to make “public art,” Panya seeks to re- formulate the terms of contemporary artistic production and the “place” or location of art it- self in the world of Bangkok, where the temple as the primary social space has been displaced by ofﬁces, banks, and shopping malls. Chalermchai, in his dramatic, contentious, public self- ................ 16 representations and in his role in producing exhibition openings as spectacles, continues a Chapter One trend begun by Thai artists of a senior generation. These men are refashioning the public per- sona of “Thai artist” and, in so doing, play upon the traditional Thai concepts of painter as ar- tisan (chaang) and a love of theatricality to create the artist as cultural hero. As such, they have become relatively wealthy and claim a new social position for artists alongside other members of the Thai elite. In the concluding chapter 7, I revisit issues of painting in Thailand as a moral as well as aes- thetic practice, along vectors of identity, authority, and value. That these Silpakorn-trained artists have been inculcated with values that, to some degree, express an ideology of the tran- scendence of art — without the supporting armature of religious intention or iconography — necessarily affected their work. Yet they continue to paint as Buddhists, utilizing Buddhist themes and stylistic and iconographic references, and deﬁning their moral position in Buddhist terms. The mural painting at Wat Buddhapadipa offers an opportunity to explore this practical relationship between art and religion, in different regimes of value. This relationship plays out in a contemporary world, which for these artists extends beyond national boundaries and yet remains very much grounded in cultural particularities. There, we see how artists resolve ten- sions between their experiences and the knowledge they gain as they search to ﬁnd their place and as they have imagined their world on the walls of Wat Buddhapadipa. chapter two Long-Distance Merit-Making .... ..... . . . .. . . . . ..... . . . .... . . . . ..... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ..... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. “Helping our artisans is helping our Khun Sawet country Khun Sawet Piamphongsant and I were sitting at our usual meeting place, on the balcony of his Because then our art house overlooking the Chao Phraya River, one morning in early December of 1994 when he ex- will enhance our plained to me about making merit (tham bun). At our ﬁrst meeting in 1992, we had sat in the reputation formal dining room downstairs. Since then, when I visited him at his home I would walk So we take our place through the kitchen, remove my shoes at the bottom of the highly polished stairs, climb to the without shame second ﬂoor, pass the locked glass cases ﬁlled with his extensive collection of Thai and Chinese Among the great porcelain, and go through his ofﬁce out onto the balcony. The balcony is a small but pleasant nations of the space, cooled by river breezes and lined with plants. It serves as a kind of outdoor kitchen and world.” ofﬁce — shelves with dishes and implements sit against the house, as does a small refrigerator. —King Vajiravudh Khun Sawet works there in the early morning at the round marble table, answering corre- (Rama VI), c.19131 spondence, translating, and writing poetry. When we chatted, I would sit next to him, for the river trafﬁc was loud: long-tailed boats ﬁlled with tourists ply the river, tugs towing strings of barges chug by, river taxis cross from Thonburi to Bangkok, stopping just below at the pier, Tha Phra Athit. Despite the noisy river, Khun Sawet never raised his voice. Tape-recording was im- possible, so I kept my notebook close at hand. We nearly always spoke in English (his was ex- cellent), with careful attention to the precise wording and meaning of what he intended to say. After a few hours of talk, we would eat a simple but wonderful meal — a fresh crab omelet, soup made with mushrooms brought from Chiang Rai—prepared by his cook and served to us on the balcony. That December morning, I asked him if he had ever been ordained as a monk. Yes, he said, once for three months at Wat Mahathat, when he had been a young man of twenty-ﬁve or twenty-six years.2 As a monk practicing the precepts, he had tried but failed to understand “the essence of Buddhism.” Years later, in 1945, he had entered Wat Mahathat for a month-long re- treat to learn meditation under the tutelage of its abbot, Phra Phimolathan. There he experi- enced the breakthrough he had sought, attaining the deep inner peace that comes with ﬁnally understanding the greatness of the Buddha. He described learning to be “exactly in the pres- ent” and to acknowledge that which arises—the noise of a bird, tiredness, loud music, an itch— then passes away. He got up from the chair to show me the steps of walking meditation, one of the techniques of vipassana practice. “I am walking,” he said as he deliberately, in slightly slow motion, raised his foot, placed it forward and down again, then shifted his weight forward and raised his other foot. He walked back and forth across the balcony several times. He then spoke of the people at the retreat crying, of he himself crying from the gratitude that came with understanding and the release of fear. “And,” he said, “out of gratefulness, to the Lord Buddha, comes the desire to tham bun.” While slightly stooped and careful in his movements, Khun Sawet is usually in superb health. He is deeply religious. He meditates regularly and has long been committed to the prop- ................ 18 agation of vipassana meditation techniques.3 He is chair of the Vipassana Foundation, estab- Chapter Two lished at Wat Mahathat, and as a result of his experiences there, the abbot asked him to write a book explaining vipassana meditation techniques, ﬁrst published in 1960. Meditation and the insights he had reached through that practice would account, I assumed, for his aura of calm, happiness, and intense focus. He continued to maintain this aura through the long months of unremitting pain and restricted activity following a fall that resulted in a cracked tailbone. At age eighty-ﬁve (in 1995, when I saw him most frequently), Khun Sawet was still a busy man. In his words, “I have no leisure. I have to work every day . . . for the people, for the art.” He has many extensive and complicated projects to which he is deeply committed, including writing poetry, assisting in temple administration, promoting the works of Sunthorn Puu (one of Thailand’s greatest poets), collecting ceramics, and gardening. In addition to his sponsorship and management of Wat Buddhapadipa through the London Buddhist Temple Foundation, Khun Sawet has long been the treasurer of Wat Mahathat, the largest temple in Bangkok. In this capacity he oversees the management of nearby commercial properties owned by the temple, reconciles temple accounts, and prepares Wat Mahathat’s annual ﬁnancial report to the Reli- gious Affairs Department. Khun Sawet’s understanding of art arises in no small part out of his deep passion for Thai lit- erature, stories that he enjoyed retelling on any occasion. When we visited Wat Phra Singh in Chiang Mai, he pointed to scenes in the newly cleaned murals while recounting the story of Phra Sangthong, Prince of the Golden Conch. When he received me one morning, I found him on the balcony writing poetry based upon the story of Phra Lau, a seventeenth-century ro- mance, and he immediately told the tale to me at great length. But he spoke most frequently of his admiration for the poetry of Sunthorn Puu. Several times he explained the intricate structure and beautiful internal rhyming of the poet’s stanzas. He often extolled the poet’s greatness, once playfully describing Shakespeare as the “Sunthorn Puu of England.” Khun Sawet was chair of the Sunthorn Puu Society, with the mission of spreading awareness of his work among Thai schoolchildren by distributing his works to local libraries and sponsoring contests. Khun Sawet is himself a poet; he often referred to his “next project,” a one-thousand- verse poem to honor his wife.4 The son of a Sino-Thai merchant in Rayong Province, Khun Sawet had been educated in both law and economics at Thammasat University in Bangkok. As an eight-time member of Parliament and as deputy prime minister and minister of ﬁnance, he has served in various Thai governments for thirty years — spanning regimes from the ultranationalist authoritarianism of Prime Minister Field Marshal Phibunsongkhram to the modern democratic idealism of Kukrit Pramoj. As have many members of the Thai elite, he has traveled extensively, both as an ofﬁcial representative of the Thai government and as a private citizen. On tour with his wife and other Thais, he has visited countries throughout Europe, North and South America, East Asia, South- east Asia, Africa, and the Paciﬁc. Through travel, Khun Sawet sought knowledge of the world and to “promote world peace.”5 He has hosted Peace Corps volunteers eight times. Several of his children were educated abroad; one currently resides in the United States. Khun Sawet’s travels fed another passion. He took keen delight in describing and exhibiting his various gardening projects, especially the grounds of his second home in Chiang Rai. There 19 ................ he has planted, literally, the fruits of his travels: trees and shrubs from all over the world — Long-Distance Nepal, China, the United States, and England. These plants include a magnolia and an apple Merit-Making seedling from Wat Buddhapadipa itself. At one of our last meetings he served me coffee made from beans he had grown in his Chiang Rai garden. He has also established a park near his hometown of Rayong as a memorial to his wife. We traveled together, visiting numerous temples and museums. On these occasions, he com- pared both older and contemporary temple mural paintings to those he had sponsored at Wat Buddhapadipa. When introducing himself to temple abbots, museum personnel, or academ- ics we encountered on our visits, he always mentioned the Wimbledon temple and his central role in its construction, as well as his long service as government minister. Although in this manner he sought and received public validation for his meritorious actions and his standing in Thai society — indeed, sponsoring a temple ranks at the top of merit-making activities — Khun Sawet presents a modest demeanor, devoid of ostentation in appearance or temperament. Many people whom I interviewed agreed that Khun Sawet’s unstinting efforts had propelled the ﬁnancing of the ubosot construction and the mural painting. On his balcony early one morning, he described his role in the London Buddhist Temple Foundation, saying, “I write the letters, I am the typist, I ﬁx the meetings. . . . I try to do everything for the foundation.” “Then, you did all the work?” I asked. He chuckled, replying, “If I do not do it, I do not know who will.” His fund-raising for Wat Buddhapadipa has continued since the completion of the murals, with long-range plans for permanent classrooms and a building to house those who at- tend meditation retreats.6 An Expanding Economy of Merit Through his personal commitment to propagating vipassana meditation techniques and his ac- tivism as a layman at Wat Mahathat, Khun Sawet exempliﬁes the gradual laicization of Thai Theravada Buddhism and other contemporary realignments within Thai society between the laity, the sangha (Buddhist community), and the state.7 Despite serving in the Thai government at the time of his initial involvement with the temple in the early 1960s, the thrust of Khun Sawet’s interests in Wat Buddhapadipa has been personal and primarily religious. He com- prised only one of a large group of wealthy contributors to Wat Buddhapadipa, albeit the most pivotal one by his and others’ reckoning. In contrast, the involvement of another sponsor, Dr. Konthi Suphamongkhon, represents in- terests of the Thai state in continuing its historical position as protector of the Thai sangha and in promoting the national interests of Thailand abroad. Dr. Konthi became involved with Wat Buddhapadipa while serving as Thai ambassador to the United Kingdom from 1970 –1976; his engagement was necessarily from his position as a government ofﬁcial. However, he also ex- pressed intense personal motivation and religious commitment. The respective positions of the two men do not imply any theoretical opposition — far from it. The distinction points to mul- tiple positions, an overlapping array of interests among these sponsors within an expanding ................ 20 Thai economy of merit.8 Differing interests can give rise to competition and sometimes conﬂict Chapter Two between individuals and the institutions to which they are attached — emerging lay Buddhist groups, individual temples, the sangha, and the Thai state.9 Notably, Khun Sawet, Dr. Konthi, and their friends and associates belong to an older gener- ation of Thai elites — in their late seventies and eighties at the time of my research — who gave or arranged large sums of money to build the ubosot and paint the murals at Wat Buddha- padipa.10 Wat Buddhapadipa projects their elite vision of Thai national culture, one linked to their positions within the Thai social hierarchy, the social dynamics of the gift/donation, the history of Anglo-Thai relations, and notions of “Thainess” that have shaped its construction ar- chitecturally and as social space. National and monarchical pride suffused the fund-raising ac- tivities of this older generation of Thais. Following the example of King Chulalongkorn, who traveled throughout Europe and sent his son to England to be educated at Sandhurst and Ox- ford, many of Wat Buddhapadipa’s sponsors had been educated in the United Kingdom, France, or Germany. Adopting a temple in London seemed not at all extraordinary, as they had become quite comfortable in Europe. As a former senior government ofﬁcial explained, “For many of my generation, London is our second home. We are so used to it, we know it so well.” However, the temple occupies a global economic and cultural space that has emerged since the 1970s, an arena where Thais circulate as investors, corporate functionaries, students, artists, and tourists, and one that shifts the grounds for the formation of “Thai” identity and the terms of cultural citizenship.11 The mural painters Chalermchai, Panya, and their assistants represent a younger generation straining to attain elite status. The young professionals, bankers, and stockbrokers who contributed to their mural project by buying their art in fund-raising exhi- bitions also seek such status, historically reserved in Thailand for royalty, civil servants, and the military. This younger generation’s involvement with Wat Buddhapadipa is structured by issues of investment, taste, and Thai identity as much as the merit attained through building temples. While the ethics of merit accumulation through public giving and the pursuit of individual sal- vation remain important to many in this younger generation, the explicit ties of merit-making to nation building, a relationship articulated by the older sponsors, have attenuated. Lavish merit-making by individuals that intersects with the expansion of business interests or entrenchment of political regimes characterizes other Southeast Asian modernities as well as Thailand (Schober 1995). The experiences of Thai urban elites abroad through education and travel, their globalized business, political, and social connections, and the ethic of long-distance merit-making at faraway temples like Wat Buddhapadipa in Wimbledon or Wat Thai in Los Angeles add a more ecumenical, pan-Buddhist cast to such activity. I do not (nor cannot) inter- pret the intentions of individual sponsors in their giving except as they have personally relayed such intentions to me; rather, I note the convergence of diverse interests in the discourse and practices of merit-making. To a large degree, the construction and administration of Wat Buddhapadipa represents a transnational division of labor. While the mechanics of establishing the temple—ﬁnding a suit- able location, negotiating with English authorities, obtaining necessary permits, and oversee- ing construction of the ubosot— took place in the Thai embassy and through Thais residing in 21 ................ London, the bulk of the fund-raising was accomplished in Bangkok. The London Buddhist Long-Distance Temple Foundation, governed by Khun Sawet, Dr. Konthi, and other members of its executive Merit-Making committee, directed the fund-raising activities, supplemented by a subcommittee of London residents. In a real sense, the executive committee was mobile, as individual members traveled back and forth between Bangkok and London quite frequently. During the years of construct- ing the ubosot and painting the murals, Khun Sawet estimated he traveled to London two or three times a year, totaling at least twenty visits. Other committee members traveled as diplo- mats and ofﬁcials of the Thai government, others still on business, pleasure trips, or in com- bination with the annual kathin ceremony to donate robes to monks at the end of their annual retreat during the rainy season. At the behest of his former professor, Dr. Konthi, Thai Prime Minister General Kriangsak Chomanan served as chair of the London Buddhist Temple Foundation.12 General Kriangsak arranged for the Thai government to donate 10 million baht (about US$400,000) to the build- ing of the ubosot by inserting an appropriation in the supporting budget of the Religious Affairs Department. General Kriangsak also raised money from personal friends and associates. The government of his successor, Prem Tinsulanonda, budgeted 6 million baht (US$240,000) for Wat Buddhapadipa. In addition, through connections between Khun Sawet and the then min- ister of ﬁnance, the Bureau of the National Lottery allotted 3 million baht (US$120,000). Like Khun Sawet, some of these sponsors sought to promote Buddhism worldwide. Profes- sor Sanya Dharmasakti, active in the World Buddhist Organization, had assisted in establish- ing the ﬁrst Thai Buddhist temple in London in 1965. While prime minister in the early 1970s, he attempted to involve the Thai government in the Wat Buddhapadipa project.13 In addition to having personal attachments to England, many key supporters had connections to the tourist industry as well, as developers and hotel builders. Major donors (those giving 1 million baht, or about US$40,000) included Khunying Somsri Charoen-Rajapark, a developer of upscale hotels and shopping plazas—named in one magazine proﬁle as “Thailand’s Leading Businesswoman.” Another sponsor with similar interests was Senglert Baiyok of the Baiyok family, which in 1995 in Bangkok was constructing the tallest hotel in the world, Baiyok Tower. Uthen Techaphaibul, owner of Bangkok’s World Trade Center, also contributed one million baht. A key — and some have argued the key — sector of the Thai economic elite is the Sino-Thai community of merchants and bankers. This sector has moved aggressively to sponsor impor- tant merit-making rituals such as the kathin ceremony throughout Thailand to enhance pub- lic legitimacy for their increasingly central role in the Thai political economy.14 Seats on the London Buddhist Temple Foundation and its executive committee were reserved for those who held important positions within this community, such as the chair of the Thai-Chinese Cham- ber of Commerce or the chair of the Thai Bankers’ Association. Members of prominent bank- ing families, representing “the largest, wealthiest and most proﬁtable enterprises in Thailand” (Hewison 1981, 397) show up frequently on the lists of the foundation’s committee members who raised money for Wat Buddhapadipa. These individuals appear on the donor lists with in- ................ 22 dividual gifts, along with contributions from the banks they control: Bangkok Bank (Sophon- Chapter Two panich family), Thai Farmers Bank (Lamsam family), and Bangkok Metro Bank, First Bangkok City Bank, and Bank of Asia (Techaphaibul family). Other contributing banks included the Bank of Ayutthaya, Siam Commercial Bank, Thai Military Bank, and the British-based Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation. Numerous corporations, ﬁnancial ﬁrms, and private foundations contributed as well, along with hundreds of Thais and farang. Vipassana in England Khun Sawet explained to me the origins of the Wat Buddhapadipa temple with this clear state- ment: “We would like to promote Buddhism in England.”15 Khun Sawet and his wife had been traveling in Europe. In his capacity as chair of the Vipas- sana Foundation committee at Wat Mahathat, he visited the Buddhist Association of Hamburg, West Germany, where twin monks of German origin had established a Buddhist center. In Lon- don Khun Sawet and his wife visited the Thai embassy. One of the embassy employees, a for- mer Wat Mahathat monk who knew Khun Sawet, told him about the Buddhavihara in Hamp- stead, a lay meditation center for English Buddhists founded in 1956 by a Thai-ordained English monk. In the early 1960s local Thais attended a Singhalese temple, the only other Theravada Buddhist temple in London. Phra Ananthaphothii, the monk at the Buddhavihara, requested Khun Sawet’s help in arranging for the abbot of Wat Mahathat, Phra Rajsidhimuni, to come and (in Khun Sawet’s words) “teach English people . . . about practice.” Phra Rajsidhimuni had studied vipassana meditation techniques in Burma and held the “highest meditation rank” in Thailand. Khun Sawet related to me his answer: “I told him okay. I will try. Phra Rajsidhimuni is my khru, my ajarn.”16 In private and published interviews, Khun Sawet gave prominence to the promotion of vipassana meditation speciﬁcally, rather than Buddhism more generally, in his accounts of the establishment of Wat Buddhapadipa. In the context of that period and tensions within the Thai sangha, his involvement and efforts to get Phra Rajsidhimuni to England had political as well as religious signiﬁcance. These events occurred during a time when competition had intensi- ﬁed between two sects of Thai Buddhism — the Mahanikai and Thammayut (so-called “re- form”) orders — and when the Thai state sought to maintain tight political control of the pop- ulation.17 Thailand in the late 1960s and early 1970s experienced increasing political absolutism under the direction of army-backed and installed chiefs of state. Ofﬁcial policy under Prime Minister Field Marshall Sarit emphasized national development and political integration at the expense of the democratic ideals of the 1932 coup that had abolished the absolute monarchy in Siam. Phra Rajsidhimuni’s predecessor as abbot of Wat Mahathat in Bangkok (the largest temple in Thailand and of the Mahanikai order) was the charismatic and ambitious Phra Phimolathan.18 He promoted vipassana meditation throughout Thailand by bringing abbots and monks from the provinces to Bangkok for training, involving nuns (mae chii) and numerous laypeople alike, and by encouraging the establishment of meditation centers.19 This program posed a “po- litical threat” to Sarit, since, as Tambiah has noted, 23 ................ Long-Distance political power was grounded theoretically in a monk’s spiritual excellence and religious Merit-Making achievement. This source and basis of power were inaccessible to lay politicians and soldiers whose power rested on the control of physical force. . . . Insofar as there exist mechanisms within the sangha [such as vipassana centers] for generating collective support in society that can be claimed to be independent of and immune to naked political power, the politi- cal authority will seek to curb them. (1976, 260, emphasis in original)20 Sarit accused Phra Phimolathan of being a Communist (a major concern of the Thai military at that time) and of instigating attacks against his rival in the Thammayut order. On an inﬂated charge of violating the vinaya, or the precepts obeyed by monks, Phra Phimolathan was forcibly disrobed and thrown in jail. While the Supreme Court later cleared him of the charge, he lived out his days as an ordinary monk at Wat Mahathat. As an active lay worshiper at Wat Mahathat, Khun Sawet himself felt threatened by Sarit’s ac- tions. “At that time,” he told me one evening, “I waited for a knock at the door, because I was the man nearest the abbot, his disciple.” He indicated that because of what had happened to his teacher, Phra Rajsidhimuni “dared not take action” in terms of the invitation to go to London. Khun Sawet himself wrote a letter to the Supreme Patriarch, the head of the Thai sangha, urg- ing him to support the proposal and noting the strong requests by monks in Europe for a qualiﬁed teacher of vipassana meditation techniques. In his letter, which he recounted to the abbot of Wat Buddhapadipa, he argued further that the invitation extended to Phra Rajsid- himuni “was an important opportunity” and that the “core or heart of Buddhism” was to “teach people of other advanced nations [that Buddhism] is a good thing.” His letter asserted that this “will be to promote Buddhism, spread it more extensively. What is important will be the en- hancement of the Thai Sangha” (Phrakhru Palaat 1988, 8 – 9). Khun Sawet’s letter was passed through the Religious Affairs Department to the Supreme Pa- triarch, who granted Phra Rajsidhimuni and his secretary/interpreter permission to go to Lon- don in 1964.21 Upon their arrival at the Buddhavihara on Vishaka Bucha Day, an important day of offering that celebrates the birth, enlightenment, and death of the Buddha, they immediately held a meditation class. A Proper Thai Wat A small group of Thai nationals and students living in London met in 1964 to discuss the de- sirability of establishing an “ofﬁce of its own,” in the words of one man, for the Thai Buddhist mission now residing at the Hampstead Buddhavihara.22 They intended the new temple — the ﬁrst ofﬁcial Thai monastery abroad — to serve “all nationalities,” not exclusively Thai (Konthi 1982, 26). To that end, the group formed the Committee for the Establishment of a Buddhist Temple in London, known also as the London Buddhist Temple Foundation. Khun Sawet chaired its executive committee. Phra Rajsidhimuni requested money from the Thai Religious Affairs Department for a new location for the temple, now called Wat Thai Buddhavihara. ................ 24 Through the active lobbying of the director-general of the department, the government of Prime Chapter Two Minister Thanom Kittikachorn granted the committee 1.8 million baht (US$72,000) to pur- chase a house in Richmond, another London suburb. As diasporic Buddhist communities fre- quently do when establishing temples in residential neighborhoods, the committee converted the house for religious use without substantial alterations: a large reception room on the ground ﬂoor became the shrine room, the upper ﬂoor monks’ quarters. The committee, chaired by the then Thai deputy prime minister, himself of royal blood, applied for and was granted royal pa- tronage for the temple. It was dedicated in August 1966 by the king and queen of Thailand as Wat Buddhapadipa, a name meaning “light of Buddhism” and one chosen by His Majesty.23 In 1970, Dr. Konthi Suphamongkhon, then ambassador to the United Kingdom, proposed converting the modest one-acre property in Richmond to a “real temple in the Thai concep- tion” (personal communication). To be a proper Thai wat, buildings must serve the ceremonial needs of the Thai Theravada ritual calendar, including the ordination of monks, which takes place in the ubosot or chapel marked as sacred space. The foundation began to raise money for the construction of such an ubosot. To facilitate meditation, the monks in the Richmond tem- ple had previously erected small kiosks (kuti) around the property in which individual medi- tators could sit. The local council of Richmond had declared these kiosks “substandard” and required their removal. After this incident, community members protested vociferously at a public hearing the proposed construction of the new chapel. One Thai member believed neigh- bors feared that a new chapel would encourage street activity and noise, apparently confusing Thai monks with members of the Hare Krishna sect, prominent on the streets of London in the early 1970s. The member of parliament representing the Richmond jurisdiction indicated that, given community opposition, he could not support the Thai plans to expand the temple. The foundation began considering alternate sites for Wat Buddhapadipa. They became aware of the pending sale of the Barrogill estate in Wimbledon — in the words of one member, a “su- perb property.” On four acres, Barrogill included an ornamental lake, landscaped gardens, and an expansive, elevated lawn behind the main house. The estate had been open to the public for visits — a tourist attraction then and now. However, when the owner died, his widow put the property up for sale because of high taxes. The Thai embassy purchased Barrogill in 1975.24 The foundation committee commissioned plans to construct the Thai-style ubosot on the grassy hill behind the main building. The embassy submitted the original building plans to the local council, which then passed them along to the Ministry of the Environment. The ministry held ultimate jurisdiction, since the permit request originated from a foreign government. To introduce the idea of building a Thai ubosot in the middle of Wimbledon, the monks posted a sign at the temple and, as they walked through the village, invited their neighbors for Sunday tea and biscuits. For six months, people came every weekend — sometimes only one person, sometimes four or ﬁve, sometimes a family. According to one participant, the local res- idents and members of the foundation committee “would chat about this and that,” but the committee members always brought the subject back to their plans for building an ubosot. As an example of a “Thai temple” they passed around a photograph of the Temple of the Emerald Buddha at the Grand Palace in Bangkok.25 In addition, the head of the local council visited Thailand, where the Thai contractor hired by the foundation escorted him to the Grand Palace 25 ................ to view the real temples. The permit process required political intervention on the interna- Long-Distance tional level, as well as acquiescence to concerns at the local level. In the end, the British min- Merit-Making ister of the environment contacted the Thai ambassador, indicated that any public objections were “not serious,” and offered his approval of the ubosot plans to the embassy as a Christmas gift. The local council did, however, stipulate that the landscaping of the grounds could not be altered without council permission — according to Khun Sawet, to even “cut a branch.” The attempts by this group of Thais to construct a “real” Thai temple in London reveal local tensions around what were perceived as “foreign” incursions into “English” neighborhoods.26 Some expressed this literally as worries that “millions of Thai would be ﬂocking in there every two or three days.” These fears have eased considerably in recent years — one neighbor relayed to a Thai friend how he now believed the temple had brought tranquility to the area—although it receives a few complaints about parking and litter during festivals.27 Expanding the Nation The London Buddhist Temple Foundation organized the fund-raising to build the ubosot and to paint the murals in multiple arenas. The foundation had requested that the British architect plan construction of the ubosot at Wat Buddhapadipa in stages, beginning with the under- ground portion, an assembly hall. The British ﬁrm warned of possibly escalating building costs and the conventions of building contracts; this pressured the foundation to pursue less con- ventional fund-raising strategies than individual and corporate donations. They approached the Thai government for sizable budgetary allocations.28 Among the top echelons of the Thai economic elite, individuals, foundations, and corporations made donations in Bangkok. The general public also contributed through individual donations in Thailand and England, and Thais through merit-making excursions to London. The foundation raised money for the mu- rals through art exhibitions, art sales, and festivals at the temple itself. The temple’s total cost 
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